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Our own evolution guided us into creating and adapting to different cultures around the globe
which rely on particular languages. It’s close to impossible to know all of them by heart, but
there are various specialized applications like Annotated Chinese Reader which help you
translate and even hear spoken words, this one dedicated to Chinese. Copy Chinese text to get
started The application takes a little while to get installed, and is ready without having to go
through a system restart. You find it quietly sitting in the tray area, but there’s also a
corresponding desktop object you can drag around and is used to trigger translation, and even
speech. Clipboard is used as input, so triggering translation merely requires you to copy a bit
of text and use the floating object to translate. Note that the copied word needs to be Chinese
for the operation to be successful. It’s a good idea to copy only Chinese characters, because
you might end up with the program not able to properly translate. You have the liberty of
keeping the information window up at all times, even if you’re momentarily done with
translation. The source field can be edited at any moment, while the desktop object also allows
you to save speech as WAV file on your computer through the context menu. Speech can be
enabled for when you press the desktop object button. Speech can be looped, and you can set
the speed and volume. Additionally, you can pick different voices for Chinese and English
from the Preferences panel. A few last words All in all, Annotated Chinese Reader is a neat
tool to have around, especially when you often have to deal with Chinese text. It’s also a neat
tool to learn Chinese, thanks to built-in text-to-speech components, which make it possible to
save as a WAV file. Rate this article Click the stars to rate Introduction Our own evolution
guided us into creating and adapting to different cultures around the globe which rely on
particular languages. It’s close to impossible to know all of them by heart, but there are various
specialized applications like Annotated Chinese Reader which help you translate and even
hear spoken words, this one dedicated to Chinese. Copy Chinese text to get started The
application takes a little while to get installed, and is ready without having to go through a
system restart. You find it quietly sitting in the tray area, but there’s also
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Converts a text to speech with voice from installed voices and custom voices. Custom voice
feature: This feature supports custom voices so that you can make your own voice to speak the
text. Using voice with custom voice feature, you can import voice (.SVX,.AVX,.SGV
or.AVS) from WinAVS project. You can also import.wav files from your own voice (.wav)
and use the voice you want. You can also select English (primary language) voice, and select
voice from.wav file as default voice (secondary language) which will be used when the
original voice is unavailable. Note: Changing the voice setting is just for the voice used to
speak the text. The pronunciation of the text itself remains unchanged. If you want to change
the pronunciation, you need to select a custom voice by pressing the “Custom Voice” button.
Custom voice is supported in Text-to-Speech engine, but voice may be changed automatically.
For the case of custom voices, they cannot be changed without pressing “Custom Voice”
button. For each language, there are 9 voices from Chinese.VOC, English.WAV and Custom
voices.SVX,.AVS,.AVW,.SGV and.AVS. This feature is supported only for English. Usage 1.
Select the text to convert from the list. 2. You can use menu to select the voice (also use
“Custom Voice” button to change the voice). 3. To save the file to your PC, select “File” ->
“Export to PC (WAV)” from the menu. 4. To change the voice and file format, select “File”
-> “Save to PC”. 5. This feature uses 3rd party language-to-speech engine (WinAVS). Use in
WinAVS Project 1. To make this project an ActiveX Control (WinAVS control) that can be
added to your EXE file, download the project file (.WAV) here: [url removed, login to view]
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2. Make a.SVX and/or.AVS file for the voice that you want to use. 3. Create and use a custom
voice, as described above. For example 1d6a3396d6
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Copy Chinese text to get started The application takes a little while to get installed, and is
ready without having to go through a system restart. You find it quietly sitting in the tray area,
but there’s also a corresponding desktop object you can drag around and is used to trigger
translation, and even speech. Clipboard is used as input, so triggering translation merely
requires you to copy a bit of text and use the floating object to translate. Note that the copied
word needs to be Chinese for the operation to be successful. It’s a good idea to copy only
Chinese characters, because you might end up with the program not able to properly translate.
Loop speech and save audio to file It’s of little consequence where text is copied from, as long
as it’s Chinese. An information window shows up, displaying the selected text, as well as the
translation. You can choose to have text spoken to you, and it’s possible to do this in both
English and Chinese. You have the liberty of keeping the information window up at all times,
even if you’re momentarily done with translation. The source field can be edited at any
moment, while the desktop object also allows you to save speech as WAV file on your
computer through the context menu. Speech can be enabled for when you press the desktop
object button. Speech can be looped, and you can set the speed and volume. Additionally, you
can pick different voices for Chinese and English from the Preferences panel. A few last
words All in all, Annotated Chinese Reader is a neat tool to have around, especially when you
often have to deal with Chinese text. It’s also a neat tool to learn Chinese, thanks to built-in
text-to-speech components, which make it possible to save as a WAV file. Copy Chinese text
to get started The application takes a little while to get installed, and is ready without having to
go through a system restart. You find it quietly sitting in the tray area, but there’s also a
corresponding desktop object you can drag around and is used to trigger translation, and even
speech. Clipboard is used as input, so triggering translation merely requires you to copy a bit
of text and use the floating object to translate. Note that the copied word needs to be Chinese
for the operation to be successful. It’s a good idea to copy only Chinese characters, because
you might end up with

What's New in the Annotated Chinese Reader?

Copy Chinese text to get started The application takes a little while to get installed, and is
ready without having to go through a system restart. You find it quietly sitting in the tray area,
but there’s also a corresponding desktop object you can drag around and is used to trigger
translation, and even speech. Clipboard is used as input, so triggering translation merely
requires you to copy a bit of text and use the floating object to translate. Note that the copied
word needs to be Chinese for the operation to be successful. It’s a good idea to copy only
Chinese characters, because you might end up with the program not able to properly translate.
Loop speech and save audio to file It’s of little consequence where text is copied from, as long
as it’s Chinese. An information window shows up, displaying the selected text, as well as the
translation. You can choose to have text spoken to you, and it’s possible to do this in both
English and Chinese. You have the liberty of keeping the information window up at all times,
even if you’re momentarily done with translation. The source field can be edited at any
moment, while the desktop object also allows you to save speech as WAV file on your
computer through the context menu. Speech can be enabled for when you press the desktop
object button. Speech can be looped, and you can set the speed and volume. Additionally, you
can pick different voices for Chinese and English from the Preferences panel. Annotated
Chinese Reader is able to translate whatever text you want into Chinese. This application will
not only translate the text, but also read the translated text to you. It is possible to do the
reading in either English or Chinese. Features: - Ability to translate and read text in Chinese -
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Translates texts from as simple as a phone number to as complex as a webpage. - Will not only
translate, but also read to you in Chinese - It supports Baidu, Google, Yahoo, Wikipedia, etc. -
It is easy to use, just copy text, and hit translate - It is easy to use, just copy text, and hit
translate - It is simple to use, just copy text, and hit translate - There are no fees for using the
application - It works on most OS including Windows and Mac - Supports English and
Chinese - There are no fees for using the application Description: Annotated Chinese Reader
is able to translate whatever text you want into Chinese. This application will not only translate
the text, but also read the translated text to you. It is possible to do the reading in either
English or Chinese. Features: - Ability to translate and read text in Chinese - Translates texts
from as
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System Requirements For Annotated Chinese Reader:

AVAILABLE ON PC, PLAYSTATION 3, XBOX 360, AND MOBILE PHONE/TABLET
DEVICES DirectX 9.0c compatible Windows 98/ME/2000/XP/2003/Vista or Mac OS 10.4 or
greater 2 GB RAM 1080p or greater video resolution 320x200 or greater screen resolution
Any cpu Internet connection (DirectX 9.0c compatible) Storage requirements
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